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Sam reinders

Choosing a tent in today’s market can be a confusing and
frustrating experience. We cut through the marketing mumbojumbo to bring you 10 of the best for every kind of camper.
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gear tents

For

hiking
& backpacking

For car

camping

Capacity: 3 adults
Packed weight: 4 kg
Ceiling height: 132 cm

Coleman Sundome 3
This cheap and cheerful “festival
tent” has a lot going for it. It’s made
of decent materials considering
the price (good zips, thick flysheet);
it holds its shape well and it’s

extremely easy to put up.
One issue is that the flysheet
only goes halfway down the tent,
which compromises its performance
in the rain, especially if the rain is
falling sideways… The tiny flysheet
also means there’s no vestibule to
stash your boots.
Still, it’s perfectly adequate for
a fair-weather night or two away
from home.
R700 at Shoprite

Capacity: 2 adults
Packed weight: 2,65 kg
Ceiling height: 95 cm

Cape Union
Two-person Pop-up
A pop-up tent follows the same
design principle as one of those
folding windscreen visors: It’s
extremely easy to put up, but can
be infuriating to pack away. Learn

the technique, however, and you’ll
never look back.
This pop-up packs into a
circular bag that can be worn like
a (rather cumbersome) backpack.
It’s made from solid materials and
it will keep you dry in light rain.
It would make a great separate
“bedroom” for the kids, but not
if it’s very windy, cold or wet.
R800 at capeunionmart.co.za

Capacity: 2 adults
Packed weight: 2,3 kg
Ceiling height: 120 cm

First Ascent
Starlight 2
This basic two-person, threeseason hiking tent is lightweight,
easy to put up and well priced,
and it seems pretty sturdy.
The Starlight has features you’d
expect from a more expensive tent:
The flysheet attaches to the main
tent with clips at each corner; the
pegs are the funky variety favoured
by Black Diamond; and there’s a
decent repair kit that stows in a

Capacity: 2 to 3 adults
Packed weight: 3,2 kg
Ceiling height: 122 cm

Duesouth Hive 2-plus
If you’re after an all-round tent
that can handle some fairweather Drakensberg hiking,
a long weekend in the Kruger
Park and maybe even a stint at
Oppikoppi, this is the one.
It’s a basic dome tent with
two poles and a separate flysheet.
And despite the “2-plus” name,
it could probably accommodate
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three adults quite easily. When
packed, the tent is light enough to
be used as a hiking tent, especially
if the load is split between two or
three people, but I’m not sure if it
would hold up too well in extreme
weather conditions. Also, the fly
sheet is a bit irritating because
it has to be pegged into the ground
rather than clipped to the corners of
the main tent.
But these are minor niggles.
The Hive is affordable, spacious,
and it has two big side doors with
vestibules to match. Just don’t be
surprised if you have to replace
a pole or a zip at some point.
R1 600 at duesouth.co.za

Capacity: 3 adults
Packed weight: 4,3 kg
Ceiling height: 124 cm

Vango Halo 300
Scottish brand Vango is new to
South Africa, but it’s well known
in the UK.
The Halo makes use of a clever
design whereby the flysheet is
permanently attached to the inner
and the poles go on the outside of
the tent. This means that putting it
up is a one-step process.
It’s made from excellent
materials: The flysheet has a
5 000 mm water head and the
groundsheet was the thickest
of the synthetic tents tested –

by far. Because it has three poles,
it’s also very sturdy.
Bells and whistles aside, it’s a
standard-sized three-man tent that
would work well for a couple with a
young child or, at a stretch, children.
When they’re older, get the kids a
pop-up tent and mom and dad can
have the “master bedroom”.
The vestibules are huge and
they even come with their own little
groundsheets. Another touch of
genius is the vast stuff sack, which
allows you to pack up in a hurry if
the heavens open.
Because it weighs more than
4 kg, I wouldn’t take this tent on a
multi-day hike, but the Halo is truly
wonderful for car camping.
R4 800 at leading outdoor retailers;
rammountain.co.za

Capacity: 2 adults
Packed weight: 2,3 kg
Ceiling height: 112 cm

Black Diamond Mesa
The first thing you’ll notice about
this tent (apart from the price!)
is the fact that it only has one
pole. Made for Black Diamond
by specialist pole manufacturer
DAC, the design features a central
connector from which six prongs
emanate – four long and two short.
Thanks to this “super pole”, the tent
is extremely quick and easy to put
up, and incredibly sturdy, too.
The Mesa might only be slightly

compartment at the base of the
stuff sack.
But it also has some limitations:
There’s only one door, located on
the short side of the tent, which
means the vestibule is barely big
enough for two pairs of boots. Also,
although it’s long and tall enough
for two adults, it’s quite narrow
so there’s precious little space
for backpacks.
The Starlight would be a
good tent for two well-organised
hikers, or one messy one. It would
also work well for car camping,
provided you store all your stuff
in the boot while you sleep.
R1 500 at firstascent.co.za

Capacity: 3 adults
Packed weight: 2,9 kg
Ceiling height: 100 cm

K-Way Nerolite 3
This lightweight and rugged tent
is designed for hikers and bikers
who count every gram and are
likely to encounter foul weather.
The three-pole aerodynamic design
allows it to withstand strong winds
and the good-quality flysheet
makes it extremely waterproof.
Although there’s only one door,

the vestibule is big and waterproof.
On the down side, the interior
uses very little mesh. This makes
the tent warm in winter, but poten
tially stuffy in summer. All three
poles also have some kind of bend,
which makes pitching the tent a
tad confusing. And the sleek design
compromises ceiling height and
sleeping space.
Buy it if you’re going mountain
biking through the Karoo in winter.
If you’re just going camping at your
local nature reserve with the kids,
consider something else.
R2 800 at capeunionmart.co.za

longer (and even a little narrower)
than the First Ascent Starlight, but
it feels much more spacious. This
is due to the fact that it has two
doors on the long sides of the tent.
Two doors mean two enormous
vestibules, each big enough for
a bulging backpack.
Although it’s described
as a three-season tent by the
manufacturers, they’re thinking
about a North American winter. The
Mesa would keep you warm and
dry in any South African conditions.
Unless you’ve got a specific mission
in mind, it’s not worth spending
more on a four-season, alpine tent.
R7 900 at leading outdoor retailers;
rammountain.co.za
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Capacity: 5 adults
Packed weight: 10 kg
Ceiling height: 200 cm

Bushtec Goshawk
Family Dome
This five-person Goshawk is a
synthetic dome tent on steroids.
Everything about it is bigger than
the two- and three-person domes
featured elsewhere in this round-up.
Erecting the tent requires the
same steps as a smaller dome, but
the grander scale means that the
process is slightly lengthier and

Capacity: 5 adults
Packed weight: 82 kg
Ceiling height: 260 cm

Tentco Junior
Trailer Tent
A trailer tent is great for people who
want the convenience of a rooftop
tent, but who also want to go on
early morning game drives while
the teens are still asleep.
This one’s “master bedroom”
is a 1,4 m-wide mattress on top of
the trailer. There’s also a 2 m x 2 m
adjoining room, with its own PVC
groundsheet. You can use this as a
kitchen, lounge or second bedroom.
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more complicated. That said, I still
managed to do it on my own in
around 12 minutes. The biggest plus
is that you can stand up inside, and
there is ample room for five adults.
The large vestibule can also be used
as a canopy, which is a nice touch.
The Goshawk is well made, but
because the dome design has been
pushed to the max, everything
about it is a bit more precarious
than its smaller cousins. I would
recommend using all the guy
ropes when you set it up, and the
manufacturers advise against using
it in winds stronger than 20 km/h.
R3 000 at loot.co.za and
takealot.com

Like all Tentco products, the
Junior is made to last using weather
proof ripstop canvas and YKK zips
that will still be working in 20 years’
time if you look after them properly.
Two people can erect the tent
in less than five minutes. Taking it
down is just as easy: The entire tent
folds into itself (you can even leave
your sleeping bags on the bed) and
is stowed on top of your trailer. It’s
available in two versions to fit either
a 1,3 m-high or a 1,45 m-high trailer.
Everything you need – mattress, ladder and PVC cover – is included and
Camp and Climb will fit the tent to
your trailer for a once-off fee of R500.
About R10 600 at campand
climb.co.za

Capacity: 4 adults
Packed weight: 25 kg (tent)
and 18 kg (poles)
Ceiling height: 250 cm

Tentco Sahara
Junior
Frame tents have been around
forever, and they’re here to stay.
This one has electroplated steel
poles and is made from 320 g
ripstop canvas with a 550 gsm
welded PVC groundsheet. Simply
put, it’s unbreakable.
It’s also a really comfortable

tent for the whole family to sleep
and play in. The roomy bedroom
measures 2,9 m x 2,5 m, with a
slightly smaller veranda.
Putting it up is surprisingly
simple: Assemble the frame
without the bottom segment, put
the flysheet over and clip the tent
underneath. Then add the bottom
part of the frame to raise it up.
To make transporting this beast
a little easier, the tent packs into
two separate bags: one for the tent
and one for the poles. A front wall
for the veranda will set you back
a further R900 and a pair of side
walls R1 000.
R6 525 at campandclimb.co.za

